Measuring the food environment using geographical information systems: a methodological review
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Abstract

Objective: Through a literature review, we investigated the geographic information systems (GIS) methods used to define the food environment and the types of spatial measurements they generate.

Design: Review study.

Setting: Searches were conducted in health science databases, including Medline/Pubmed, PsycINFO, Francis and GeoBase. We included studies using GIS-based measures of the food environment published up to 1 June 2008.

Results: Twenty-nine papers were included. Two different spatial approaches were identified. The density approach quantifies the availability of food outlets using the buffer method, kernel density estimation or spatial clustering. The proximity approach assesses the distance to food outlets by measuring distances or travel times. GIS network analysis tools enable the modelling of travel time between referent addresses (home) and food outlets for a given transportation network and mode, and the assumption of travel routing behaviours. Numerous studies combined both approaches to compare food outlet spatial accessibility between different types of neighbourhoods or to investigate relationships between characteristics of the food environment and individual food behaviour.

Conclusions: GIS methods provide new approaches for assessing the food environment by modelling spatial accessibility to food outlets. On the basis of the available literature, it appears that only some GIS methods have been used, while other GIS methods combining availability and proximity, such as spatial interaction models, have not yet been applied to this field. Future research would also benefit from a combination of GIS methods with survey approaches to describe both spatial and social food outlet accessibility as important determinants of individual food behaviours.
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Background

Food intake is considered a complex behaviour of multifactorial origin. A socio-ecological approach to understanding such behaviour is recognised as being a useful framework for integrating the numerous influences present at both the individual and environmental levels. There is growing interest in the environmental context as related to food behaviour; this includes both the social and physical environment. In this relatively recent field of research, Glanz et al. identified different aspects of the food environment. These include the ‘community nutritional environment’ defined as the number, type, location and accessibility of food outlets, and the ‘consumer nutritional environment’ defined by what consumers encounter in and around food outlets (prices, promotions, nutritional quality). In terms of community nutrition, a number of studies and reviews emphasise the influence of spatial accessibility of food upon the relationship between food environment, individual food choice and, ultimately, risk of chronic diseases such as obesity. An important research issue lies in identifying and describing the different methodological procedures that can be used to specifically assess the spatial accessibility of food outlets.

Various methods, both objective and subjective, have been used to assess variables related to the presence and type of food outlet. Subjective methods include surveys of individual perception of food outlets available to
neighbourhood residents. Among objective methods, geographic measures are most frequently used to assess the food environment. Some of these are provided by spatial analysis methods based on geographic information systems (GIS). GIS are computer-based methods and tools, which, via different information sources, enable spatial and thematic data to be organised, managed and combined, and results to be represented and analysed according to geographic location. Analyses can then be carried out to localise and model potential spatial interactions between the different types of information at hand.

In public health, examples of the use of GIS methods include the analysis of disparities in access to healthcare and, more recently, the association between built environment and physical activity. Application of GIS to the food environment is relatively new in public health nutrition. Use of a geographic model of analysis may help to identify spatial inequalities in access to food outlets, and in turn, influence policies and incite urban planners to modify the food environment accordingly. In this context, a major challenge lies in ensuring appropriate and effective use of GIS data and spatial analysis methods to measure the food environment. Despite the growing use of GIS, we were unable to find a literature review of GIS methods used to assess the food environment. The aim of the present methodological article was to describe GIS methods already in use in this field and to discuss their relevance for increasing our understanding of food environment attributes.

Methods

We sought to identify all studies that used GIS to measure the proximity and/or density of food outlets so as to characterise attributes of the food environment. A search of the literature was conducted with the OVID interface in the following social and health science databases: Medline/Pubmed, PsycINFO, Francis and GeoBase. The search was conducted using different combinations of keywords (in the title or abstract) such as ‘food environment’, ‘food outlets’, ‘access’, ‘availability’ and ‘geographic information system’. The search was restricted to human populations, and studies on both adults and children were included. In addition, the reference sections of the articles included were reviewed. The search was restricted to English language articles published between January 1999 and June 2008.

The main inclusion criterion in the review was the use of GIS-based techniques of spatial analysis to measure the food environment. We excluded studies that relied only on survey participants to characterise the food environment and articles that relied only on survey participants to characterise the food environment. Some of these were provided by spatial analysis methods based on geographic information systems (GIS). GIS are computer-based methods and tools, which, via different information sources, enable spatial and thematic data to be organised, managed and combined, and results to be represented and analysed according to geographic location. Analyses can then be carried out to localise and model potential spatial interactions between the different types of information at hand.

In public health, examples of the use of GIS methods include the analysis of disparities in access to healthcare and, more recently, the association between built environment and physical activity. Application of GIS to the food environment is relatively new in public health nutrition. Use of a geographic model of analysis may help to identify spatial inequalities in access to food outlets, and in turn, influence policies and incite urban planners to modify the food environment accordingly. In this context, a major challenge lies in ensuring appropriate and effective use of GIS data and spatial analysis methods to measure the food environment. Despite the growing use of GIS, we were unable to find a literature review of GIS methods used to assess the food environment. The aim of the present methodological article was to describe GIS methods already in use in this field and to discuss their relevance for increasing our understanding of food environment attributes.

Results

Study characteristics

An initial search of online databases and of the reference sections of the articles included identified 1070 papers. After preliminary screening based on the title or abstract, thirty-eight full-text papers were retrieved for further assessment. In the final step, twenty-nine articles with GIS-based measurements of the food environment were included in the review. Table 1 summarises data extracted for each paper. Seventeen reviewed studies were conducted in the United States, four in Australia, three in Canada, three in New Zealand and two in England. The selected studies fell into two categories: (i) studies that explore the relationships between characteristics of the food environment and measurements of individual food behaviours; and (ii) studies that compare accessibility of food outlets in different types of neighbourhoods.

Relationship between food environment and individual food behaviour

Among the twenty-nine articles reviewed, eleven (38%) analysed associations between food environment and individual food behaviours, weight status or perceived availability of healthy food. In those studies, the addresses of respondents were geocoded and used as references for GIS analyses. Four studies were performed on children or teenagers, and the others on adult populations (one specifically concerned pregnant women). The outcomes of selected studies were consumption of fruits and vegetables, perception of availability of healthy food, dietary patterns and prevalence of overweight or obesity. In most data sets (seven out of eleven), individual characteristics were collected from the year 2000. In three studies, the date on which food outlet lists were drawn up was not mentioned. In the other studies, the date for the food outlet list corresponded to the date of collection of individual data (±2 years).

The covariates most frequently used in the analyses included individual demographic and socio-economic characteristics, and individual behaviour such as smoking and physical activity or sedentary behaviour (Table 1).

Spatial access to food outlets according to the type of neighbourhood

The aim of most articles retrieved (eighteen out of twenty-nine; 62%) was to assess and compare neighbourhoods according to spatial access to food outlets. All these articles considered the neighbourhood as the area of study. However, the scale of the neighbourhoods varied: it
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s) (year)</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Scale/population</th>
<th>Measures food availability</th>
<th>GIS method</th>
<th>Other variables</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apparicio <em>et al.</em> (2007)</td>
<td>Montreal (Canada)</td>
<td>Census tract block</td>
<td>Supermarket: Proximity, Diversity, In the immediate surrounding</td>
<td>Euclidean distance to the closest supermarket, Number of supermarkets at a distance less than 1000 m, Mean distance to the three closest supermarkets to different companies</td>
<td>Deprivation index, Income, Lone-parent families, Unemployment, Education, Recent immigrants</td>
<td>Food deserts do not represent a major problem in Montreal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin <em>et al.</em> (2005)</td>
<td>Chicago (Illinois)</td>
<td>Census tract School addresses</td>
<td>Fast food: Density, Proximity to school</td>
<td>Buffer (400/800 m around school), Euclidean distance to school from the closest fast food</td>
<td>Contextual data, Level of commercialization (percentage of commercial land), Household income, Inside or outside downtown</td>
<td>Fast foods are concentrated within short distance from schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker <em>et al.</em> (2006)</td>
<td>St Louis (Missouri)</td>
<td>Census tract</td>
<td>Clustering to: Supermarket, Fast food</td>
<td>Spatial clustering, Circular window, Number of food outlets</td>
<td>Composite score of availability to supermarket and fast food, Contextual data: race, income (level of poverty)</td>
<td>Income and race seem to be associated not only with the location of food outlet but also with the selection of food available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block &amp; Kouba (2006)</td>
<td>Chicago (Illinois), two neighbouring communities (Austin &amp; Oak Park)</td>
<td>Proximity to: Supermarket, Independant grocery, Convenience store, Other food outlets</td>
<td>Buffer (0-25/0-5/0-75/1 mile and &gt;1 mile around food store)</td>
<td>Food survey: cost and quality of produce, Contextual data: households having no car</td>
<td>Type and number of grocery stores differ between Austin and Oak Park</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block <em>et al.</em> (2004)</td>
<td>New Orleans (Louisiana)</td>
<td>Census tract</td>
<td>Fast food: Density, Distance</td>
<td>Buffer (shopping area) (0-5/1 mile around census tract)</td>
<td>Contextual data: Black residents, Low income, Adjusted by: Alcohol outlet density, Highways, Median home value</td>
<td>Fast food outlets are geographically associated with predominantly black and low-income neighbourhoods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodor <em>et al.</em> (2008)</td>
<td>New Orleans (Louisiana), older urban area 102 households (16 years and more)</td>
<td>Distance to and density of: Supermarket, Small food store</td>
<td>Buffer (100 m/1 km around home), Density of food store, Euclidean distance: to the closest small food store, to the closest supermarket</td>
<td>Individual level fruit and vegetable intake and SES characteristics, In-store level availability of: fresh, canned and frozen fruit and vegetables</td>
<td>Access to a small food store within 100 m of home was marginally associated with an increased fruit intake, No association was found between intake and access to supermarkets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s) (year)</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Scale/population</td>
<td>Measures food availability</td>
<td>GIS method</td>
<td>Other variables</td>
<td>Findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burdette et al. (2004)&lt;sup&gt;(27)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cincinnati (Ohio)</td>
<td>7020 children (3–4 years)</td>
<td>Distance to: ● Playgrounds ● Fast food restaurants</td>
<td>Distance by street travel between child’s home and the nearest playground and fast food</td>
<td>Individual variables ● Age, sex, race, income, BMI ● Household size Neighbourhood safety: ● Number of serious crime ● Number of emergency police calls (911)</td>
<td>No association between overweight and neighbourhood safety or overweight and proximity to playgrounds or fast foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns &amp; Inglis (2007)&lt;sup&gt;(34)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>City of Casey (Melbourne, Australia)</td>
<td>Collection districts</td>
<td>Travel time of: ● Supermarket ● Fast food by car and by bus</td>
<td>Modelling travel time depending on: ● Type of road (speed limit) ● Frequency of buses</td>
<td>Population density ● Deprivation index: SEIFA</td>
<td>Less advantaged areas had closer access to fast foods; more advantaged areas had closer access to a major supermarket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarke et al. (2002)&lt;sup&gt;(37)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cardiff &amp; Leeds/Bradford (England)</td>
<td>Postal sector</td>
<td>Proximity to and density of: ● Multiple store ● Co-operative store ● Grocery retail ● Discount store</td>
<td>Buffer (500 m around food outlet)</td>
<td>Cartairs index of deprivation ● Low/high household ● Retired/inactive ● No car indicator of Hansen accessibility in Leeds/Bradford and Cardiff</td>
<td>The different indicators identified six problematic food deserts: two in Leeds/Bradford and four in Cardiff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donkin et al. (1999)&lt;sup&gt;(38)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>London Town (England)</td>
<td>Postcode</td>
<td>Distance to: ● Supermarket ● Greengrocer ● Butcher (halal or not) ● Other food outlets</td>
<td>Buffer (500 m around food outlet) Euclidean distance along the road</td>
<td>Cartairs deprivation scores ● Questionnaire of preferences and perception of ‘healthy diet’ for four major ethnic groups ● Price of seventy-one food items ● Density of population</td>
<td>Few areas where someone would have to walk more than 500 m (along the road) to reach to food outlet; relationship with population density: distance to food outlet tended to be lower in the area of highest population density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank et al. (2006)&lt;sup&gt;(47)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Atlanta region (Georgia)</td>
<td>Elementary and middle schools Census tract</td>
<td>Proximity to: ● Fast food ● Restaurant ● Convenience ● Grocery stores</td>
<td>Buffer (0-25 at 1-25 miles around school) Road network distance</td>
<td>Contextual data: ● Walkability ● Income Spatial autocorrelation (Moran’s I) Detailed audit (food quality and cost of foods for each type of food outlets)</td>
<td>Spatial variation in type of food outlet across neighbourhood by income, but not by walkability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jago et al. (2007)&lt;sup&gt;(28)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Houston (Texas)</td>
<td>Census tract 204 boy scouts (10–14 years)</td>
<td>Food stores and restaurants: ● Proximity ● Density</td>
<td>Buffer (1 mile around home) Number of food stores and restaurants within each buffer Euclidean distance to the nearest of each category of food store and restaurant</td>
<td>Individual variables ● Ethnicity, education, age ● BMI ● Consumption (fruit, vegetables…)</td>
<td>Distance to the nearest small food store but not proximity to large food store was a positive predictor of fruit, juice, low-fat and high-fat vegetable consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s) (year)</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Scale/population</td>
<td>Measures food availability</td>
<td>GIS method</td>
<td>Other variables</td>
<td>Findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffery et al. (2006)</td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>1033 adults (18–76 years)</td>
<td>Density of: Fast food, Other restaurant</td>
<td>Buffer (0-5, 1 and 2 miles around home and work addresses)</td>
<td>Individual variables: Gender, education, BMI, Hours of watched TV, Physical activity, Frequency eating at fast food</td>
<td>Positive association between ‘eating fast food’ and having children, a high-fat diet and BMI, No association between measure of fast food proximity and BMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laraia et al. (2004)</td>
<td>Wake County (North Carolina)</td>
<td>918 pregnant women</td>
<td>Distance to and density of: Supermarket, Convenience store, Grocery store</td>
<td>Buffer (0-5 mile around home), Euclidean distance to the closest food store</td>
<td>Individual variables: age, ethnicity, education income, marital status</td>
<td>Living at a distance greater than 4 miles from a supermarket had a significant negative association on the diet quality of pregnant women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larsen &amp; Gilliland (2008)</td>
<td>London (Ontario, Canada) Census tract</td>
<td></td>
<td>Supermarket: Density, Distance by: Public transit (bus), Street network</td>
<td>Service area (500 m/1 km around supermarket), Distance to the closest supermarket, Number of supermarkets within 1000 m</td>
<td>Composite index of socio-economic distress: Education, Lone parenthood, Unemployment, Low income</td>
<td>Food deserts exist particularly in the East London area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al. (2007)</td>
<td>Marion County (Indiana)</td>
<td>7334 children (3–18 years)</td>
<td>Distance to: Supermarket, Grocery store, Convenience store, Fast food</td>
<td>Buffer (2 km around home), Network distance to the closest food store</td>
<td>Area level: Population density, Family income, Vegetation, Satellite imagery, Individual: BMI</td>
<td>Greener neighbourhoods are associated with reduced risk of overweight in children only in higher population density neighbourhood, Distance between children’s home and the closest supermarket was associated with BMI in lower population density neighbourhood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore et al. (2008b)</td>
<td>New York City North Carolina Maryland Census tract</td>
<td>2384 adults (45–84 years)</td>
<td>Supermarket: Density, Perceived availability of healthy food</td>
<td>Kernel density method (1 mile around home)</td>
<td>Survey (MESA cohort), Index of dietary patterns and eating behaviours (AHEI) Respondents: Age, sex, race/ethnicity, Household income</td>
<td>Population who had no supermarkets close their homes less likely than population in the highest category of supermarket density to have a healthy diet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore et al. (2008a)</td>
<td>New York city North Carolina Maryland Census tract</td>
<td>5774 adults (45–84 years)</td>
<td>Densities of: Supermarkets, Other smaller stores Perceived availability of healthy food</td>
<td>Kernel density method (1 mile around home)</td>
<td>Respondents (MESA cohort): Race/ethnicity, Income, Census tract: Population density</td>
<td>Relationship between supermarket density and perceived availability of healthy foods: residents who lived in areas with the lowest densities of supermarket rated availability of healthy foods lower than those in areas with the highest densities of supermarkets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s) (year)</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Scale/population</td>
<td>Measures food availability</td>
<td>GIS method</td>
<td>Other variables</td>
<td>Findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Dwyer &amp; Coveney (2006)</td>
<td>Adelaide (Australia)</td>
<td>LGA</td>
<td>Supermarket: • Density • Proximity</td>
<td>Buffer (2-5 km around area (LGA)) • Distance by road network to the closest supermarket</td>
<td>SEIFA</td>
<td>Socio-economic differences in access to food and the availability of food outlets in food deserts appear to exist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearce et al. (2006)</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>Census meshblock (smallest unit of dissemination of census data)</td>
<td>Travel time for: • Recreational amenities • Food outlet • Educational facilities • Health facilities</td>
<td>Modelling travel time depending on: • Speed limits • Type of road surface • Sinuosity/topography</td>
<td></td>
<td>Strong geographical variations in community resource accessibility between neighbourhoods within an urban area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearce et al. (2007)</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>School</td>
<td></td>
<td>Modelling travel time to each • School • Census meshblock</td>
<td></td>
<td>Access to fast food outlets is better in more deprived neighbourhoods and around more socio-economically disadvantaged schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearce et al. (2008)</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>Census meshblock 12,529 adults (15 years and more)</td>
<td>Travel time to: • Supermarket • Convenience store</td>
<td>Modelling travel time depending on: • Speed limits • Type of road surface • Sinuosity/topography</td>
<td></td>
<td>Little evidence that poor locational access to food retail provision is associated with lower fruit and vegetable consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkey &amp; Horel (2008)</td>
<td>Six counties rural region of Texas</td>
<td>Census block group</td>
<td>Distance to: • Supermarket • Grocery store • Convenience store • Discount store</td>
<td>Distance by road to the closest food store</td>
<td>• Deprivation Index • Minority composition • Population density</td>
<td>Better spatial access to food store for neighbourhood with high socio-economic deprivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoyer-Tomic et al. (2008)</td>
<td>City of Edmonton (Alberta, Canada)</td>
<td>Census block</td>
<td>Proximity to: • Supermarket • Fast food</td>
<td>• Buffer (500, 800 m around geometric centre of each census block) • Distance to the nearest outlet by street network</td>
<td>Area level • Race/ethnicity, SES • Age, family status • Housing tenure, urbanisation</td>
<td>Fast food outlet exposure was higher in low-income neighbourhood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timperio et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Greater Melbourne (Geelong area) (Australia) 801 children (5–6/10–12 years)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Distance to: • Supermarket • Greengrocer • Convenience store • Fast food, take-away • Restaurant, cafés to the closest outlet</td>
<td>• Buffer (800 m around home) • Existence of one or more outlet • Distance by road</td>
<td>• Children: frequency of consumption of fruit or vegetables • Parents: sociodemographic variables</td>
<td>The availability of convenience stores and fast food outlets close to home may have a detrimental effect on children's fruit and vegetable intake. The likelihood to consuming vegetables was greater the further children lived from a supermarket or a fast food outlet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s) (year)</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Scale/population</th>
<th>Measures food availability</th>
<th>GIS method</th>
<th>Other variables</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2007)[30]</td>
<td>Agricultural regions of California</td>
<td>Census tract block 795 adults (25–74 years)</td>
<td>For different type of retail food stores and fast foods: ● Density ● Proximity</td>
<td>● Buffer (0-5 mile around home) ● Shortest Euclidean distance</td>
<td>● Index of the neighbourhood socio-economic environment ● Individual-level variables (sex, age, smoking, physical activity...) ● BMI</td>
<td>● Proximity to various type of food stores was associated with neighbourhood SES ● Higher BMI among residents of low socio-economic neighbourhoods ● Living in an environment where healthy food is not readily available is associated with increased obesity risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winkler (2006)[36]</td>
<td>Brisbane (Australia)</td>
<td>Census collection districts</td>
<td>Distance to the nearest types of shops selling fruits and vegetables (supermarket, greengrocers...)</td>
<td>● Buffer (2-5 km around area) ● Shortest Euclidean distance</td>
<td>● IRSD ● The opening hours of nearby fruit and vegetable outlets</td>
<td>It is unlikely that living in a socio-economically disadvantaged area presents fewer opportunities to purchase fruits and vegetables, at least in an urban area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenk et al. (2005)[63]</td>
<td>Detroit (Michigan)</td>
<td>Census tract block</td>
<td>Supermarket: ● Proximity</td>
<td>● Manhattan distance distance to the closest supermarket</td>
<td>● Population density ● Non-Hispanic African American residents ● Residents below the poverty line ● Spatial autocorrelation (Moran’s I)</td>
<td>The most impoverished neighbourhoods in which African Americans resided were further from the nearest supermarket than were the most impoverished white neighbourhoods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenk &amp; Powell (2008)[46]</td>
<td>Fifty states and twenty largest cities in USA</td>
<td>School Census tract</td>
<td>Density to: ● Fast food ● Convenience store</td>
<td>● Buffer (0-5 mile around school)</td>
<td>Independent data</td>
<td>Within 0-5 miles (walking distance): ● Fast food and convenience stores are more available in lowest-income neighbourhood (except in African American neighbourhood) ● African American neighbourhoods have fewer food outlets than white neighbourhoods ● Urban high schools are exposed to 61% more fast food than urban middle schools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GIS, geographic information systems; LGA, local government area; SES, socio-economic status; SEIFA, Socio-Economic Index For Areas; TV, television; MESA, Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis; AHEI, Alternate Healthy Eating Index; NZDep, New Zealand deprivation index; IRSD; Index of Relative Socio-economic Disadvantage.
involved census tracts and postal sectors in North American studies, wards and postal codes in the United Kingdom and census meshblocks in Australia and New Zealand (Table 1). Most studies were based on census tracts, since they had been conducted in the United States (seventeen out of twenty-nine studies), while four were performed in Australia(24,34–36), two in the United Kingdom(57,58), three in Canadian cities(39–41) and three in New Zealand(23,42,43).

Two studies were related to fast food outlets only(44,45), one to fast food and convenience stores(46) and one to fast food, full-service restaurants, convenience and grocery stores(47). The remaining studies focused on a common type of food store: the supermarket. In all of these studies, residential contexts were characterised by socio-economic indicators (including unemployment rates and single-parent rates(39,41), income(51), race/ethnicity(46,48), households without cars(57,49)) and by other information such as degree of commercialisation(44), urban/rural status(42,46), safety(27) and neighbourhood walkability(47) (environmental attributes that encourage walking(50)). In nine out of eighteen studies, an index of deprivation (constructed from census data) was used to describe the social–residential context(23,34–36,39–41).

GIS measurements of the food environment

In the articles reviewed, two main notions were used to assess the food environment: density and proximity. (i) Density is usually the number of food outlets (food stores, restaurants) in an administratively defined area (census or postal units) or an area defined by the authors (specific zone). (ii) Proximity is defined between two locations such as respondent address (home, school) and the closest food outlet. It could be measured by a straight-line distance (Euclidean distance) or by travel time (time needed to travel to a food outlet). Table 2 lists the various methods described in the literature concerning the food environment used for assessing density and proximity, along with the number of corresponding studies for each method. Among the twenty-nine studies examined, twelve combined both spatial approaches (Table 2).

Density

Buffer

The most common GIS approach (eighteen studies out of twenty-nine) was the buffer. This consists of defining a zone around a given location within a specified distance (or shape). The location can be a point (home, school, work or food outlet address), a line (road) or a polygon (neighbourhood).

Most studies defined buffers in order to quantify the availability or accessibility of food outlets. Seven of these studies used a buffer zone around the respondent’s home(22,24,25,28–31), three around the school(44,46,47) four around the food store(37,58,41,49) and four around the centroid (geometric center) of each neighbourhood(35,36,40,45). For one of these studies, analyses were performed using buffers around both the home and the work address(29), while only one study combined a buffer around a point (supermarket) or around a line (bus route)(41). It should be noted that there are two ways to define the shape of a buffer for the GIS user. It can be constructed either by a zone surrounding a location (circular buffer when the given location is a point) or by a zone along the street network (network buffer; e.g. see figures in Frank et al.52).

Euclidean distance

In the studies we reviewed, the values used for the radius of a circular buffer were between 100 and 2500 m. Depending on the study, these distances were selected on the basis of estimations of neighbourhood walkability or distances that individuals might be ready to cover to reach food outlets(24,28,44,45). In a study by Bodor et al.22, different distances were chosen according to the type of food store: 100 m for small food stores (e.g. the approximate size of a city block) and 1000 m for large supermarkets. Two authors(35,56) used a much wider radius of 2500 m around the geometric centre of the neighbourhood to define the area in which residents were likely to shop.

Network buffer

A network buffer can be defined as being based on the accessibility of food outlets via the mode of transportation used and the type of destination. Larsen and Gilliland(41) used two network buffers in the town of London (Ontario, Canada). The first buffer was based on a distance of 1000 m by foot around each supermarket. The second buffer was created around each bus route to estimate a 500 m network service line area with public transport access to supermarkets.

Kernel density estimation

Kernel density is a spatial smoothing method employed to transform a sample of geographically referenced point data (e.g. address of food outlet) into a smooth continuous surface(55–56). As described by Kloog et al.57, the general principles of this statistical technique are to estimate the

Table 2 Summary measures of food availability used in twenty-nine published articles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GIS measure of food accessibility</th>
<th>Number of studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial clustering</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euclidean distance</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manhattan distance</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance by road or street</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modelling travel time</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GIS, geographic information systems.

Note: Total number of studies was more than twenty-nine because twelve studies combined measurements of density and proximity.
GIS and food environment

‘intensity of referenced points across a surface, by calculating the overall number of cases situated within a given search radius from a target point’. A distance function is introduced in the calculation so that ‘points lying near the centre of the search area are weighted more heavily than those lying near the edge’ (57). The various steps for generating kernel densities with GIS software have been described by Guagliardo (58).

Only two studies, both by Moore et al (26, 32), used kernel density estimation to assess the spatial distribution of food outlets (Table 2). In that case, the aim was to create a smooth map of food store density per square mile where the home location proximity was emphasised and more weight was put on closer outlets.

**Spatial clustering**

A spatial scan statistic is used to assess whether events are randomly distributed within the study area, and if not, to identify significant spatial clusters (59, 60). This method consists of creating moving windows of various shapes (circles, squares) and sizes (radius, sides of square). These windows are moved systematically across the map, which enables assessment of the likelihood that events are more prevalent inside than outside that given window (see SatScan process (61)). With this method, Baker et al (40) identified spatial neighbourhood variation in the rate of supermarkets and fast food outlets in St Louis, MO, United States, and observed clusters of food supermarkets and fast food outlets (i.e. areas with higher or lower rates than expected).

**Network analysis and proximity measures**

**Proximity defined as a distance**

Several types of distances are typically used to assess proximity with GIS: Euclidean distance (straight line distance), Manhattan (city block distance) and network distance. The Manhattan distance corresponds to the distance between two points measured along axes at right angles (62). In other words, Manhattan distance represents an approximate distance close to a street map and is mainly used on squared city maps.

In our review, six studies measured the distance between home/school and food outlets via the Euclidean distance (22, 28, 30, 33, 39, 44) (Table 2). In Eastside Detroit areas with no supermarket, Zenk et al. (63) used the Manhattan distance to evaluate the shortest distance between home addresses and food outlets in a population of African-American women. Two studies used network distance by road (24, 63). In other studies, the network distance by street travel was used to evaluate the minimum distance residents must walk from their home/school to the closest food outlet (27, 31, 58, 40, 41, 47).

**Proximity measured by travel time**

The travel time between a given place (e.g. school or home address) and the address of a food outlet can be calculated by GIS according to the means of transport and the specifics of the network. Four out of twenty-nine studies used travel time as a proximity measurement (Table 1) (25, 54, 42, 43). Burns and Ingles (53) developed a travel time model between home, fast food outlet and supermarket according to a number of variables including means of transport (car, bus, on foot), type of road (speed limit), topography (barriers as rivers or railway lines) and other characteristics of the public transport network (i.e. frequency of buses). Travel time for each type of transport was compared between underprivileged and privileged neighbourhoods, with the latter having better access to supermarkets.

**Discussion**

In this review, we investigated which GIS methods have been used to define the food environment and the types of spatial measurements they generate. We found twenty-nine articles that reported GIS methods for measuring spatial accessibility of food outlets as a key feature of the local food environment. We identified two main types of spatial measures to quantify the food environment: density and proximity. The density approach quantifies the availability of food outlets using the buffer method, kernel density estimation or spatial clustering. The proximity approach assesses the distance to food outlets by measurements of distance or travel times. Numerous studies combined both approaches.

**How do GIS methods contribute to research on the food environment?**

It is clear from the present work that the number of studies that include geographic measurements of density and/or proximity of food outlets as operational variables in the food environment have increased rapidly in recent years. Twenty-two of the twenty-nine articles examined here were published between January 2006 and June 2008. It is likely that the continuous refinement of GIS software and the increased availability of precisely geocoded databases have contributed substantially, and will continue to contribute, to this increase (19).

In the studies included in this review, two approaches based on GIS methods were used to characterise the local food environment. One involved assessing the number of food outlets in an area (density) and the other assessed proximity to facilities. Interestingly, a large number of studies combined both approaches. Indeed, as argued by Apparicio et al. (39), a single measure of access cannot fully describe accessibility of food outlets. Focusing on the issue of ‘food desert’ (areas characterised by relatively poor access to healthy and affordable food (64)), Apparicio et al. (39) proposed a methodology based on three measurements of access using the shortest network distance: diversity, proximity and variety (average distance to the three closest different chain-name supermarkets).
An important advantage of the GIS approach is that it enables assessment of spatial variations in prevalence independently of administrative boundaries. Many phenomena are continuously distributed over space and are independent of arbitrarily defined boundaries. Estimating the density of food outlets within buffers, or by means of kernel density estimation rather than administrative area, enables one to take into account the fact that individuals often cross the boundaries of their residential area to go shopping. However, it should be emphasized that the appropriate size of the area around the place of residence to be defined as the neighbourhood remains subject to debate. The choice of this area size is based on assumptions concerning the geographic zone that includes food environment elements influencing food behaviour. In the studies reviewed here, the distance used to define the residential area varied depending on different criteria such as the age of the respondent, type of food outlet and type of transportation. It is also important to underline that few studies exist which question individuals as to the distance they would be prepared to cover for food needs. Thus, because of the complexity of the relationship between environment and behaviour, defining the size of the neighbourhood in which this relationship operates remains a challenging methodological issue.

GIS methods enable the modelling of proximity to food outlets using metric distance and travel time to food outlets. In general, modelling of travel time using the GIS leads to more realistic measurements (taking into account speed limit, topography and network complexity) than the usual mathematical distances, particularly at the local level in sub-metropolitan areas or in rural areas. However, the use of this travel time model, which requires spatial information, is more complex than calculating the mathematical distances between two points. In the articles that we reviewed, which used travel time to food outlets, the car was the type of transportation evaluated in four papers, with public transport evaluated in only one. None dealt with travel time by foot or ‘mixed’ travel. This is an important point because families with low income may not own a car or even have access to public transportation. In future studies, a methodological challenge therefore lies in measuring travel time from the respondent’s address to food outlets according to the different types of transport available (car, public transport, or on foot). In addition, modelling travel time according to public transport or on foot requires more sophisticated GIS modelling than private car transport.

On the other hand, Larsen et al. showed that, with the GIS, the geographic distribution of supermarkets has changed over time, thus influencing the relationship between people and places in a spatial access approach. Through GIS use, it is possible to capture the temporal changes in localisation of food outlets and land use, which will improve our understanding of the relationship between food environment and food behaviour over time.

One of the major challenges when using GIS for studying the food environment concerns the quality of the data available. The validity of GIS-based measures of environmental features of the food environment has recently been discussed. Since street addresses of facilities were often obtained from commercial databases or had been collected for other purposes, data accuracy and comprehensiveness must be viewed with caution. In addition, there may exist a mismatch between the geocoded location of a facility and its true location, e.g. via the GPS (global positioning system) technique.

**A major challenge: which concepts should be used to characterise access?**

The articles reviewed here focused on spatial access as estimated by GIS methods. Nevertheless, it should be noted that few authors specifically use the term ‘spatial’ or ‘geographic’ when dealing with the broad concept of access. Access that includes material and social dimensions is a complex notion, and geographic proximity does not systematically imply accessibility. Gould describes accessibility as ‘a notion difficult to grasp… one of these common terms everybody uses until the problem arises of defining and measuring the concept’. Penchansky and Thomas defined five dimensions for access, including availability, accessibility, affordability, acceptability and accommodation. Only the first two dimensions, corresponding to spatial measures, reflect the geographic distribution (e.g. of facilities around the home address) and can be estimated by GIS methods. This may be viewed as a possible weakness of these methods. However, by definition, the other dimensions reflecting the cultural, social and economic factors are not taken into account.

The ‘ideal’ study of access to food outlets would appear to be one that associates all dimensions related to accessibility: proximity, diversity, availability, affordability (cost) and perception, with the term ‘diversity’ referring to the types of food outlets and ‘availability’ referring to the food supply at the food outlets. Only four of the articles combined assessment of spatial access to food outlets with an evaluation of the actual food content of the outlet. Among those articles, only two took into account cost and quality in addition to the availability of foods, especially healthy foods. Access to food outlets may also be limited by the subject’s perception of the environment in his/her neighbourhood. Moore et al. suggested that the availability of healthy foods as reported by residents (perception) and their availability as measured by GIS application (density) provide complementary information for characterising the local food environment. In other words, methodology for conducting an ‘ideal’ research study would have to combine GIS potential and survey approaches to describe both spatial and social accessibility of healthy foods.

---
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Conclusions

Accessibility to services and facilities and, in particular, to healthy food, is an important social equity issue. Geographic analysis models may provide local authorities and policy makers with new views and possibilities for making decisions as to the location of services in order to offer a fair choice to the entire population. For example, Banos et al. have designed a GIS application that identifies hot spots by spatial regression. These results enabled the targeting of parts of the road network that needed modifications. Gatrell and Naumann adapted this tool to the field of health-care and suggested potential sites for building new hospitals, with various scenarios being examined according to traffic density.

It should also be noted that spatial accessibility of healthy food is only one of the multiple determinants of a healthy lifestyle, as emphasised by socio-ecological models of behaviours. Further development of spatial analysis methods should help to better define its importance in various settings. On the basis of the articles reviewed here, we suggest two avenues for future methodological research when analysing accessibility of facilities relevant to food behaviour. First, there is a need to test and compare more sophisticated spatial GIS modelling such as travel time or potential model principles and gravity models. The latter combine diversity (type of facilities) and accessibility by using distribution of facilities throughout the area, together with a distance function to calculate the attractiveness of a food outlet (catchment area). Second, future research should benefit from a combination of GIS methods and survey approaches to describe both spatial and social food outlet accessibility, and to better understand how the food environment influences food behaviour and health.
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